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New dealer for JekkoNew dealer for Jekko
Italian spider crane manufacturer Jekko has appointed sales and rental companyItalian spider crane manufacturer Jekko has appointed sales and rental company
Kolex as its distributor for Slovakia and the Czech Republic.Kolex as its distributor for Slovakia and the Czech Republic.

Established in 1993 and based east of Bratislava in Nitra, Slovakia, with a secondEstablished in 1993 and based east of Bratislava in Nitra, Slovakia, with a second
facility in Ostrava, the Czech Republic, Kolex will provide sales, service and technicalfacility in Ostrava, the Czech Republic, Kolex will provide sales, service and technical
consulting for Jekko SPX mini cranes, JF articulated cranes and MPK minipickers.consulting for Jekko SPX mini cranes, JF articulated cranes and MPK minipickers.

A Jekko SPX532 arrives with KolexA Jekko SPX532 arrives with Kolex

The company also distributes Sany mobile and crawler cranes, Atlas CopcoThe company also distributes Sany mobile and crawler cranes, Atlas Copco
compressors and Putzmeister concrete pumps, and claims to be one of the largestcompressors and Putzmeister concrete pumps, and claims to be one of the largest
equipment suppliers in both countries for mining, prefab production and wasteequipment suppliers in both countries for mining, prefab production and waste
treatment industries.treatment industries.

Alessio Forcolin of Jekko said: “I am fully confident that the choice of Kolex as aAlessio Forcolin of Jekko said: “I am fully confident that the choice of Kolex as a
partner is the winning choice. Kolex has a strong structure and an establishedpartner is the winning choice. Kolex has a strong structure and an established
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reputation in the Central European market. Their valuable local market knowledge willreputation in the Central European market. Their valuable local market knowledge will
be a valid help for Jekko to tailor its offerings to meet specific regional demands. Webe a valid help for Jekko to tailor its offerings to meet specific regional demands. We
are convinced that our user friendly and technologically advanced cranes will beare convinced that our user friendly and technologically advanced cranes will be
appreciated by operators.”appreciated by operators.”

(L-R) Alberto Franceschini of Jekko with Robin Jež and Miroslav Majba of Kolex along with(L-R) Alberto Franceschini of Jekko with Robin Jež and Miroslav Majba of Kolex along with
Alessio Forcolin of JekkoAlessio Forcolin of Jekko

Miroslav Majba, Kolex owner and managing director added: “I am completelyMiroslav Majba, Kolex owner and managing director added: “I am completely
convinced that today begins a long and fruitful cooperation between our companies.convinced that today begins a long and fruitful cooperation between our companies.
Jekko cranes are an ideal addition to our range of construction machines. With Jekko, IJekko cranes are an ideal addition to our range of construction machines. With Jekko, I
see a huge potential for expanding our activities into other branches of industry.”see a huge potential for expanding our activities into other branches of industry.”

Established in 1972, Jekko has already appointed seven new distributors this year.Established in 1972, Jekko has already appointed seven new distributors this year.

CranesCranes Spider CranesSpider Cranes Mini CranesMini Cranes Pick & CarryPick & Carry DistributionDistribution
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